Paediatric Gastroenterology: An Atlas of Investigation and Management

Benefits of this volume:
* Provides comprehensive description of clinical presentations permitting early diagnosis and effective management of disease
* Assists visual investigation of signs and symptoms
* Ready to-use-information in an easily accessible format for both specialists and general physicians

Major disorders of paediatric gastroenterology are covered in this attractive and comprehensive four-colour atlas. Concisely written and with numerous illustrations, it provides an easy and accessible format to quickly read and review material. There is a wealth of valuable information on how to make accurate diagnoses and effectively manage children with gastrointestinal disorders, presented in a logical clear way, taking the reader through clinical presentation, differential diagnosis, prognosis and treatment options. Written by experts in the field and full of clear illustrations, this is essential reading for all those who manage paediatric disorders. Readers will find this an invaluable aid to correctly identify disorders through visual memory, create investigative strategies for diagnosis and determine appropriate management.
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